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“Aphelia” Choker
As seen in the 2007 Summer Supplement

Created by: Selina Shehan

Suggested Materials:
Qty. Stock Name
23” 40-099-07-7 Rollo chain, antiqued copper
40 28-364-06-021R 4x6mm cut oval glass beads, black/rainbow
26 28-366-10-286R 10mm cut round glass beads,

light amethyst/rainbow
21 28-367-06-286R 6mm cut cube glass beads, light amethyst/rainbow
6 37-136-7 Jump rings, antiqued copper
47 37-415-8 1.5” thin head pins, copper plated

37-711-8 7/8” thin eye pins, copper plated
1 39-248-8 12x22mm gigantic lobster clasp, copper plated

Tools needed:
Round-nose pliers, side cutters and/or side flush cutters

To make this design:

1. Cut two 11.5” pieces of rollo chain and attach them together at
one end with a jump ring.

2. Loop the jump ring over a stationery object to give yourself more
control while working with the chain.

3. Place an oval bead onto a head pin and run the head pin through
the fifth link from the end on one piece of chain.

4. Slide a 10mm round bead onto this head pin, then run the head pin through the fifth link
from the end on the second piece of chain, attaching the two chain pieces together
in parallel lines.

5. Finish the first head pin by putting on another oval bead and creating a loop to hold
the beads in place.

6. Repeat steps one through five 19 times, counting five links at a time and inserting the head pins through the fifth link.

Adding the Dangles:
1. Slide a cut cube bead onto a head pin and make a loop. Trim excess.
2. Open your loop slightly and attach the dangle to the bottom of a round bead section.
3. Repeat until there is a dangle on each of the round bead sections.

Finishing the choker:
4. Attach the loose chain ends together with a jump ring.
5. Use jump rings to attach the clasp.

Note: This choker is very heavy.  For additional security, use two jump rings (or substitute split rings) when attaching the clasp.

6. On the opposite end, use a jump ring to attach a single round bead on an eye pin.
7. Add as many looped pins with round beads as necessary to make the choker the proper size. These round beads will serve as a

necklace extender.
8. When you have added all of the round beads you want, finish the end of the necklace with the last cut-cube dangle.
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